
From: lennie payne  
Sent: Sunday, February 4, 2024 9:59 AM
To: Medworth <Medworth@planninginspectorate.gov.uk>
Subject: Incinerator Objection

You don't often get email from

The enormous task we have in front of us now is to submit reasons against building a monstrosity in 
what Was the capital of the Fenland’s , the Historic town of Wisbech.

What can I say suddenly now that might feel an adequate reason for holding up delaying or even 
stopping this obnoxious proposal.

As many feel we the little insignificant but proud fenland community the fight is perhaps over.

• MVV UK is part of the MVV Energie AG group

• Approx. 6,000 employees

• 3.9 billion € turnover

However I and many feel the fight has just begun ,money links with money profit over folks lives is 
nothing new . Millions of pounds are at steak and a few wishy washy letters won’t hold back the 
powers that be , I’m sure of that , but since we’re putting pen to paper we can at least have your 
answers perhaps for later  litigation at least I think that’s fair after all ,we all want open clarity don’t 
we.

So rather than submitting suggestions let’s ask a few questions yet to be asked or answered about 
the long term

Will you MVV
over see environmental health checks ?

Will you MVV
Contract out your incinerator

Will you MVV
Have the local council own any part of this Incinerator

As once it’s up and running like Portsmouth facing claims it’s exceeding pollution targets , not being 
monitored by those in charge misleading the public by not reporting how much waste is being 
produced and subsequently sub contract out to another company

Will you MVV
Give clarity to all areas concerning waste residue ( after burn toxic dust) before submitting your 
plans ?

Will you MVV
Give us full clarity on
How much toxic dust is being produced
Where it will be taken to
How it will be safely stored and any other risks involved it’s greater harm to the environment now 
it’s been condensed to extremely  carcinogenic properties ,
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it’s been condensed to extremely  carcinogenic properties ,

Will you MVV
stand accountable for long term health of local children suffering effects of unclean air due to 
nitrogen oxides , volatile organic chemicals and dioxins or any other pollution with direct result of 
the incinerator being built .

And will you MVV
or any other name subsidiaries or group you might
like to form at a later date stand accountable financially to the health of the public
As a result of pollution of the incinerator you built in Algores Way Wisbech

Will You MVV
approach the wildlife issues yourselves ? And stand accountable after your ecological survey under a 
section 4.2 of the outlined construction environment management plan ?
Will you oversee the  detailed design of the scheme and Biodiversity Net Gain scheme

Will you MVV
Stand accountable financially to farmers of the surrounding area through failing crops due to 
chemical fallout or any other outcome directly harming their work .

Will you MVV
financing them for their losses for then and future failure to sell crops from what could be a known 
hazardous area

If the answer is YES to all of the above and you can publicly address all concerns with honesty and 
integrity
I very much doubt it ?

We the people of Wisbech do not want it for all of the above reasons

If you simply can not give a straight answer to the hard working family’s living here and the 
surrounding counties Energie  AG group with appropriate 6000 employees with a staggering 3.9 
Billiion € turnover a year

Then I suggest you take this uncomfortable unconventional Odious proposal and build it away from a 
population struggling to rebuild its infrastructure and facilities,shops and outlets post Covid

Regards
Mr Payne

Please take a moment to review the Planning Inspectorate's Privacy Notice which 
can be accessed by clicking this link.
Please note that the contents of this email and any attachments are privileged and/or confidential 
and intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient of this 
email and its attachments, you must take no action based upon them, nor must you copy or show 
them to anyone. Please contact the sender if you believe you have received this email in error and 
then delete this email from your system.
Recipients should note that e-mail traffic on Planning Inspectorate systems is subject to monitoring, 
recording and auditing to secure the effective operation of the system and for other lawful purposes. 
The Planning Inspectorate has taken steps to keep this e-mail and any attachments free from viruses. 
It accepts no liability for any loss or damage caused as a result of any virus being passed on. It is the 
responsibility of the recipient to perform all necessary checks.
The statements expressed in this e-mail are personal and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or 
policies of the Inspectorate.
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policies of the Inspectorate.
DPC:76616c646f72
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